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‘Filliping’ in the early tales of the Heian period:
centring on The Tale of Ochikubo
SUZUKI Takako
[Abstract] The Tale of Ochikubo, widely known as ill-treating of stepchild, shows stepmother’s harsh and 
neglectful nature in her hand gesture. Two expressions such as ‘momite’ and ‘tegarami’ have in fact no 
other parallels than The Tale of Ochikubo. This has to do with the hand gesture of Lady Ochikubo in sewing 
delineated in the story.
What is often used expression with reference to the hand gesture is ‘Filliping “tsumahajiki”’. ‘Filliping ’ is 
de ned as ‘a movement made by bending the last joint of the  nger against the thumb and suddenly releasing 
it’(COD), expressing such emotions as dissatisfaction, hatred, exclusion, etc. It is sometimes described as an 
amulet.
In the literature of the Heian period, The Tale of Ochikubo has 7 such examples as ‘Filliping’; The Tale of 
the Hollow Tree 5; The Tale of Genji 4; The Tosa Diary 1; The Gossamer Years Diary 1; The Pillow Book of 
Seishonagon 1; Wakefulness of Night 1; The Tale of Sagoromo 1; The Great Mirror 1; and A Collection of 
Tales from Uji 1. This illustrates that ‘Filliping’ is more often used in The Tale of Ochikubo than the other 
works in the literature of the Heian period.
Preceding studies in The Tale of Ochikubo include such varied discussions as the one that has pointed out a 
penetrating realism; that has dealt with the structural study of bullying; that has focused on the importance 
of sewing by Lady Ochikubo; and that has turned attention to the expression of food and drink or the state of 
marriage. ‘Filliping’ among these discussions has been closely associated with the terminology of physical 
language. It is indeed an implicitly stated swearing and behind it lies aggression and insult directed towards 
one’s target. Such subdued as well as subtle expression of character’s inner voice has not been fully covered 
yet, although it needs to be treated with care.
My discussion in this paper centres on ‘Filliping’ in The Tale of Ochikubo. By way of comparing it with the 
early tales of the Heian period and The Tale of Genji, I hope to throw light on its own meaning characteristic 
of ‘Filliping’ in The Tale of Ochikubo.
